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Sophisticated. Intelligent. Versatile.

Propeller® offers a multi-purpose portfolio of desking, training and conference tables for the

evolving office landscape. Characterized by intelligent design, a sophisticated aesthetic and 

ease of reconfiguration, Propeller is the solution to the multi-tasking workplace.

“Design is function with cultural content. Every
design has both a rational and an emotional
component, which is the one that appeals to
us beyond our strictly functional needs.”

—Emanuela Frattini



Designed with multi-tasking in mind, Propeller, here and front cover, is configured to meet the needs 
of distinct work environments. Tables in Brushed Aluminum laminate with Limette and Frosty White
translucent edgebands and 11"-high tackable privacy screens in Ricochet, Lemonade. Saarinen chairs 
in Spinneybeck® Amazon 3001 and Sprite chairs in Lime and White complement the aesthetic.





Desks

Conceived for multi-user open plan or single private offices, the Propeller table

desk is the backbone to building the contemporary office. The flexibility of

Propeller means that a broad range of configurations can be created to meet

the needs of any desking scenario. The signature Propeller leg, also available

in C and T versions, features two separate channels to house power and data

wiring. Privacy and modesty screens ensure a minimum of disturbance. With

superior wire management and electric and data access at the desktop,

Propeller sets the standard.

Enhanced Productivity
Propeller ensures that the solution for a given work 
environment can be created or reconfigured with ease. 
In the desking application, opposite and reconfigured
above right, Propeller balances privacy and collaboration.
These desking configurations make use of the C-leg with
Maple laminate worksurfaces, molded Grey edgeband,
18"-high privacy screens and the Propeller shelf,
accented by the Copeland light, Jellyfish laptop stand
and Chadwick chairs in Green with Black finish.

Middle left, privacy and modesty screens attach easily 
to the worksurface without tools.

Middle right, tables gang together with a simple click-to-
lock release mechanism for easy reconfiguration.

Line drawings illustrate two of the many different desk 
configurations that can be created using Propeller tables.



Meeting and Training

The simplicity of the Propeller table facilitates flexible meeting and training

applications. Easily configured and reconfigured to create the furniture layout

suitable to a range of activities, all Propeller training tables feature easy 

ganging mechanisms and casters or glides, as well as ingenious cable 

management for powered mobility. Folding, Flip-top and standing-height

options are available.

Workplace Collaboration
For meeting or training, Propeller offers the collaborative
table solution. In the training room, opposite, with the
Propeller easel, Propeller tables in Brushed Aluminum
laminate with translucent Frosty White edgeband 
complement Life chairs in Chamomile with Classic
Bouclé, Chartreuse seat cushions. Propeller standing-
height tables create a study-bar with Bertoia stools 
and the Suzanne lounge in Extreme Velvet, Himalaya
provides a quiet wayside.

Propeller tables, above left, gang together to create 
a large meeting table in Natural Beech veneer with 
Grey opaque edgeband, powered by the Plexus Box 
for power and data at strategic points. Open Up task
chairs in Grey with Spinneybeck® Sabrina 785 leather
seat cushions. Propeller standing-height table, below.

The line drawings, left, illustrate four of the various 
meeting and training solutions Propeller provides.





Propeller provides not only ideas for desking, training and meeting, but also a full complement of table solutions for
conference needs. Here, a Light Cherry veneer conference table with power and data, managed by the Peanut Base,
also in Light Cherry veneer; credenza and sideboard to match; and Saarinen Executive chairs in Spinneybeck®

Sabrina 785. Desk configuration in Brushed Aluminum laminate with 11"-high tackable privacy screens in Ricochet,
Lemonade. Saarinen chairs in Spinneybeck® Amazon 3001; Copeland lights in Silver.







Conference Tables

The sophistication of Propeller conference tables is unparalleled. Modular

design, with the Peanut or Drum base, allows for a group as small as four 

to configurations that are virtually limitless. With bases available in traditional

wood veneer or contemporary perforated aluminum, the Propeller conference

table brings a refined aesthetic to any conference room or boardroom.

Organic Style
Propeller conference tables with the Peanut base, 
opposite in Perforated Aluminum and above right in Light
Cherry veneer, or the Drum base, below right in Light
Cherry veneer, are elegant and functional. With enhanced
space in the base for vertical wire management and the
ability to conceal floor monuments, Peanut and Drum are
ideal solutions. Horizontal wire management is provided
from table segment to table segment. Panels on the base
can be easily removed without tools for easy access. 



Understated Elegance
The simplicity behind Propeller design is its ingenuity. 
The conference table, opposite, in Bright White laminate
and Medium Grey opaque edgeband, is complemented
by a matching credenza. Gigi chairs in Graphite.

User’s Choice
Above right, the Propeller leg is also available in solid
lumber for both training and conference tables. The
lumber leg, shown in Maple, features the same elegant
shape as the signature aluminum leg but without 
the vertical wire management. A choice of chrome-
plated glides or casters accent the design. Veneer
worksurfaces, right, in Maple, extend finish options.

Conference Tables

The Propeller table can also be constructed with the slim standard leg in 

aluminum or wood. The signature aluminum Propeller leg easily manages

wiring directly to the tabletop through a variety of power and data accessories:

Grommet, Quadruplex, Transact™ and Plexus™ Box. The Propeller leg is also

available in solid wood—the beauty of fine craftsmanship less the powered

capability.





Power and Data

Intelligently designed with the needs of the modern workplace in mind,

Propeller includes a full range of accessories to manage power, data and

associated cabling. Whatever the configuration, Propeller brings power 

and data to the worksurface.

Practical Design
Transact Box, shown closed and open below left, Plexus Box, center, and Quadruplex,
shown with the distinctive yin-yang Grommet, provide convenient tabletop access to
power, voice and data.

Large conference tables, top right, with Peanut or Drum base, incorporate a structural frame,
including adjustable clips, which can also serve as a horizontal wire management channel. 

The modular raceway kit, shown below right with a wire management basket, offers a
hard-wired electrical connection for Propeller training table applications.



Practical Options

The Propeller portfolio includes tables that fold, nest and stack. Accessory

tables for café and break areas round out the Propeller product scope. 

More Choice
Among the many practical options Propeller provides are: rolling cart, top
left, and column base table to right, shown with Quadruplex; T-leg table;
Trapezoid tables, shown stacked; folding tables; and Flip-Top tables, shown
with round and rectangular tops.
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Sophisticated. Intelligent. Versatile. The Propeller portfolio of products, designed by Emanuela Frattini, offers a full 
complement of desking, training, meeting and conference tables to create a workplace that is aesthetically harmonious, easily
configured and reconfigured, and technologically savvy. Propeller creates the modern office with grace and sophistication.
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Propeller®

Desking – Propeller offers an array of worksurface
shapes and dimensions that easily configure into 
a multitude of  desk solutions using privacy and
modesty screens. The creatively designed signature
Propeller leg carries cables for electricity and 
data to several different optional accessories for 
the worksurface.

Meeting and Training – Whether it is for an 
informal collaborative space, a large meeting area, 
a classroom or a training room, Propeller can be
arranged to meet the task. With tables that stack,
flip or fold, Propeller takes all scenarios into 
consideration.

Conferencing – Propeller delivers variety not only 
in size and configuration but also in aesthetics. 
The varied selection of conferencing bases and the
broad finish options available across all Propeller
products make for design consistency throughout
the workplace — from boardroom to training room
to workstation.


